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Abstract: Statistical analyses of data based on surveys usually face the problem 
of missing data. However, some statistical methods require a complete data 
matrix to be applicable, hence the need to cope with such missingness. Literature 
on imputation abounds with contributions concerning quantitative responses, but 
seems to be poor with respect to the handling of categorical data. The present 
work aims at evaluating the impact of different imputation methods on 
multidimensional IRT models estimation for dichotomous data. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Missing data are widely present in surveys, and their treatment represents a relevant problem in 
statistical analyses. In fact, an improper handling of missing values may lead to incorrect 
inference and some statistical methods require the knowledge of a complete data matrix to be 
used. Several techniques exist to deal with such a problem when quantitative variables are 
involved [7], whereas few procedures are available for categorical data [3]. In the framework of 
multidimensional Item Response Theory (MIRT) models a researcher could choose among three 
alternatives: delete the incomplete units from the dataset and consider only those with complete 
observations (listwise deletion), ignore missingness and use for each unit only the observed 
values (passive approach), or consider all the units and variables imputing the missing values. 
Deletion might lead to a substantial loss of information in the presence of many missing values 
and to biased estimates. The passive approach, as is well known [7], leads to valid inference 
when simple models, such as unidimensional IRT models, are estimated, since sufficient 
statistics for the parameters of interest exist. When more complex models are considered, this 
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approach might not be suitable and imputation seems in these cases to provide a preferable 
solution. Moreover, in some situations a complete data matrix could be required and imputation, 
thus, needed. 
The aim of this paper is to compare some imputation algorithms for handling missing values in 
dichotomous responses. We will discuss the performance of imputation methods with respect to 
the problem of estimating item parameters of a MIRT model, focusing on the two-dimensional  
2-Parameters Logistic model (M2PL) [10].  
Analyses are carried out entirely using free statistical softwares, such as WinBUGS [8] and R 
[9], and the choice of imputation methods in comparison is also driven by the availability of such 
techniques in the aforementioned programming environments. 
 
 
2. Methods 
 
2.1 Missingness mechanisms and missing data handling methods 
Three missingness mechanisms are usually considered in the literature: MCAR (also called 
uniform non-response), MAR (or uniform non-response within classes)  and MNAR (or non-
ignorable missingness). Data are Missing Completely At Random when the probability of having 
a missing value does depend on neither observed nor unobserved variables. Data are Missing At 
Random when, conditional to the observed data, the probability of an observation being missing 
does not depend on unobserved variables. When neither MCAR nor MAR holds, data are called 
Missing Not At Random. All these three mechanisms have been adopted in our simulation study. 
As for what concerns the handling of missing data, we consider four methods already 
implemented in R packages or of very simple and straightforward coding: CD, FI, MF and 
MICE. CD (Complete Data) is the simplest and most renowned method. It consists in the 
deletion from the data matrix of the individuals (rows) with missing values. A simple logical 
constraint on the data matrix is sufficient to apply such method in R. FI (Forward Imputation) is 
a sequential model-based imputation method employing Non Linear Principal Component 
Analysis (NLPCA) and addressed to categorical data. This method is implemented in the R 
package ForImp and described in [3]. MF (Miss Forest) is a non-parametric missing value 
imputation method that makes use of random forests. This method is implemented in the R 
package missForest and described in [11]. MICE (Multivariate Imputation by Chained 
Equations) is a multiple imputation method that makes use of specification of conditional 
distributions for the variables in the dataset, is implemented in the R package mice and described 
in [2]. 
 
2.2 Model and comparison among methods 
MIRT models, developed in the area of ability assessment and psychometrics and then extended 
to the evaluation of attitudes (e.g., of customers towards products and services [6]), express the 
probability of the response of a person to an item in a questionnaire as depending on persons and 
items parameters, whose interpretation depends on the context. We consider here one of the 
simplest MIRT models, the two-dimensional M2PL, characterized by three items and two 
persons parameters. This model can be expressed as: 
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𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡 𝑃 𝑋!" = 1 = 𝑎!"𝜃!"!!!! + 𝑑! 
 
where, in the context of Customer Satisfaction, 𝑋!" is the response of the 𝑖 −th individual to the 𝑗 −th item (𝑋!" = 0 if the customer is unsatisfied and 𝑋!" = 1 if satisfied) and, following the 
interpretation in [1], 𝑑! is the quality parameter while 𝑎!" and 𝜃!" are, respectively, the item 
relevance and the personal satisfaction parameters on the 𝑙 −th latent dimension (l= 1,2). The 
larger the item relevance, personal satisfaction, or item quality, the higher the probability of a 𝑋!" = 1 (satisfied) response. Our focus is on the items parameters 𝑑! ,𝑎!! and 𝑎!!. 
In order to compare the different treatments of missing data, the aforementioned model is fitted 
on a matrix of full data and parameters’ values are stored, to serve as ‘population parameters’. 
On the basis of these initial values some of the items are chosen, presenting various 
combinations of quality and relevance levels, so to be representative of ‘typical’ items a 
researcher might encounter [4]. In the simulation study these items are populated with missing 
values under different scenarios. The performance of different methods of missing data handling 
under different experimental conditions is then evaluated through comparison of the absolute 
bias in parameters’ estimates. 
 
 
3. Simulation Study 
 
For the analysis we refer to real data from a customer satisfaction survey, presented in [6]. We 
have selected 10 items (q50, q51, q55, q56, q18, q19, q22, q23, q32, q36 hereby labelled from 1 
to 10 respectively) and, according to our aim, dichotomized, the responses (originally on a 1-5 
Likert scale) to 0 (1 to 3) or 1 (4 or 5). From these data a complete subset was taken to serve as 
population matrix, for a total of 113 individuals and 10 items with no missing values. Starting 
from this matrix of dichotomous data, the two-dimensional M2PL model was fitted through 
MCMC techniques implemented in WinBUGS 14, called from R 2.15 through the package 
R2WinBUGS. Suitable prior distributions and conditions were chosen to ensure model 
identifiability. Independent standard normal distributions were assumed as priors for the 113 
person parameters and the 10 quality parameters, while independent log-normal distributions 
(mean-log = 0, sd-log = log!! 2) were adopted for the 2x10 relevance parameters, one of them 
being fixed to 1, to fulfil identification requirements [5]. A single chain was run for 3000 
iterations, after a burn-in period of 1500, albeit showing stationarity (investigated also through 
the use of multiple chains) after few hundreds of runs. An over-relaxed form of MCMC sampling 
available in WinBUGS was employed to improve convergence. 
Four of the ten items, characterized by various combinations of parameters’ values, were then 
chosen: item 3 (𝑑 = 1.24,𝑎! = 0.32,𝑎! = 1.63  ), item 5 (𝑑 = 0.73,𝑎! = 4.07,𝑎! = 0.56), item 
6 (𝑑 = 2.11,𝑎! = 1.79,𝑎! = 0.72) and item 10 (𝑑 = −0.88,𝑎! = 0.50,𝑎! = 0.54). 
The selected items (columns) were populated with missing values, varying both percentage (5%, 
10% and 30%) and missingness mechanism (MCAR, MAR, MNAR). Under each of the nine 
possible combinations of different proportion of missingness  and missing mechanism, the 
dataset was handled with the aforementioned methods (CF, FI, MF and MICE) in order to obtain 
a complete data matrix, on which the M2PL’s parameters were estimated. These values were 
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then compared to the population ones. A total of 100 replications for each scenario was carried 
out. 
In order to generate the missing data according to the three different mechanisms, we proceeded 
as follows at each simulative iteration: 
MCAR: a uniform sample of fixed proportion was drawn from the four columns, and 
corresponding values deleted. The R function prodNA provides an efficient way to do that. 
MAR: each individual was assigned to one of 3 classes (A, B, C) according to his/her score (0-1, 
2-3 and 4-6, respectively) on all the items except the 4 chosen to contain the missing values. The 
probability of a missing response for a person was assigned on target items according to their 
class as follows: 𝑝! = 2𝑝! = 4𝑝! . Inclusion probabilities were calculated, and suitable 
procedures implemented in the sampling package in R, e.g. UPsampford or UPtille, and used to 
draw a sample of fixed size from the four columns. Sampled observations were then deleted. 
MNAR: a probability of missing response was assigned to each person (row) based on the 
population matrix response on the 4 target items; individuals who originally answered 0 on an 
item have a probability of generating a missing value 3 times higher than those that answered 1. 
Also in this case appropriate inclusion probabilities were calculated, and suitable sampling 
functions used to obtain a sample of fixed size from the four columns. Sampled observations 
were then deleted. 
Problems were met during the simulation study, due to the numerical stability of estimation 
algorithms, specific features of the considered imputation methods and the efficiency of the 
sampling method used to generate the missing values. In more detail, we solved the following 
problems: 
- Numerical stability of WinBUGS estimation. Extreme values generated along the chain 
sometimes may yield extremely close-to-zero probability values, whose logarithm is in 
turn approximated by the program to minus infinity. This led to invalid computations that 
stopped the estimation process. To fix this, we imposed restrictions on the prior 
distributions. 
- FI does not work if only one level (0 or 1) and missing values are observed in a row. We 
solved the problem through a stochastic pre-imputation for those subjects with 0 or 
maximum score after the missing value generation step. 
- MICE sometimes left one or more of the columns not imputed under the MNAR 
scenarios, yielding a matrix that still contained missing values. The package manual 
reckons that, in such a situation, one should model ad-hoc the missing mechanism each 
time, but for a simulation study this is not a feasible option. As a workaround, we filled in 
the leftover missing values stochastically (as for the FI problem) after the imputation. 
- The UPsampford function from the sampling package, initially employed, implements a 
sampling scheme that is too slow when the missing proportion is high; we then switched 
to a different sampling scheme, specifically the one implemented in the UPtille function 
in the same package. 
 
All computations except for the estimation were carried out using R environment exclusively. 
The code written for these analyses is available upon request to the corresponding author. 
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4. Results and Discussion 
 
The four methods for handling missing data we discussed, all implemented in the R environment 
and suitable for dichotomous responses in the framework of MIRT models, have been compared 
and their performances evaluated with regards to bias of two-dimensional M2PL model 
parameters’ estimates under different experimental conditions. 
For the sake of brevity, only the main results are now presented and a part of the plots that have 
been produced are shown as an example. 
We first discuss the estimates and their biases concerning parameter d under all scenarios; the 
corresponding boxplots are shown in Figure 1. All the imputation methods we considered lead 
to similar results in terms of recovery of the ‘true’ values. We observe that application of these 
procedures eventually resulted in consistently overestimating the population d under every 
combination of missingness mechanism and percentage, except for the 30% one; the same is true 
for CD. In this latter case, the estimates seem to be pulled towards under-estimation (particularly 
evident under the MNAR approach) and this is probably connected to the chosen pattern of 
missingness. MF almost always leads to slightly worse over-estimations under MAR, whereas 
seems to behave better under MNAR. 
 
 
Figure 1. Bias boxplots for d under the three mechanisms, varying missingness percentage and item. 
 
As for what concerns 𝑎! and 𝑎!, whose boxplots are omitted for brevity, all the imputation 
methods consistently lead to under-estimates of the true values with one item-dependent 
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exception on item 10, where using MF always leads to over-estimation. The CD technique leads 
for the relevance parameters to satisfactory results in almost all situations, yielding moderate 
variability in bias distribution and an absolute bias comparable with those provided by the three 
imputation methods for every item. 
On the base of these simulations, the bias definitely seems to be item-dependent with regards to 
both versus and magnitude, we thus suspect it could be to some extent forecast on the basis of 
item characteristics. The complete data technique performs the worst as for what concerns the d 
parameter; in situation of heavy missingness, though, it out-performs the imputation methods we 
considered as for what concerns 𝑎! and 𝑎!. It could be that such parameters are particularly 
sensitive to variability in responses and, being the fact that the variable is dichotomous, in the 
presence of a large number of missing values adding ‘guessed’ values can inflate variability too 
much, for estimates to be reliable.  
Overall, FI and MF would seem to be the techniques-of-choice in the presence of heavy 
missingness, in terms of absolute bias in recovering the true d parameter value, whereas MF and 
MICE should be preferred were the interest only on 𝑎! and 𝑎!. We point out, however, that 
MICE implements the possibility to model the missingness mechanism, and this could bring 
some benefits, provided the model choice is correct. 
These are the findings of a first analysis on a real dataset, and as such, should be read with 
caution. Further and more extensive simulation studies have to be carried out before being able 
to give more general indications, also from a practical perspective. Specifically, the role and the 
magnitude of items parameters in the population, which seem to be relevant factors, should be 
deeply investigated, e.g. considering the possibility of simulating the original data matrix by 
fixing the values of d, 𝑎! and 𝑎! to explore a larger set of combinations and scenarios and offer a 
wider analysis of the performance of these missing data treatment methods. 
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